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We’re making each day more
enjoyable, and by that I mean
having fun is not a means to an
end — we enjoy each day as we
deliver and make a difference. 

— Joseph C. Thomas,
Senior Project Manager,

ITS Software Engineering,
Methods, and Staffing

How would you like to celebrate
documented industry-leading 29%
cost savings, elevated quality as
measured by lower sustained
maintenance costs, a slew of indus-
try awards for your IT solutions,
and, oh yes, a low-stress, high-
performance team environment
where employees can’t wait to get
to work and attack the next itera-
tion together? It’s not a fairy tale. It’s
a dream — a vision — come true in
Motown, the heart of downtown
Detroit (Michigan, USA), where
transformation has been at work
for five short years. It’s the story of
DTE Energy and its Information
Technology Services (ITS) group of
almost 800 leaders, employees, and
contractors.

Listen in on a conversation with
nine ITS leaders as they describe
how they are realizing both phe-
nomenal results and a phenomenal
place to work. 

The purpose of our actions is to
profoundly enable the success
of DTE Energy. So we must be
cost-effective, and we have to

create real business value. We
have done both. In 2004, my IT
department operated on a bud-
get that was 50% less than our
2001 budget, and we produced
the best results in the history
of IT at DTE Energy. Our EVA
[earned value analysis] on
projects was 1.04 for the entire
applications development port-
folio, our operational metrics
greatly exceeded our scorecard
objectives, and we actually
spent slightly less than budget
on O&M. At the same time, we
produced the best internal cus-
tomer satisfaction numbers
and the highest Gallup scores
[employee engagement] we’ve
ever had. 

— Lynne Ellyn, 
Senior VP and CIO

Late last year, Christopher spent a
day with DTE Energy’s ITS organiza-
tion presenting his work on individ-
ual and shared responsibility. This
wasn’t a specific problem-solving
visit but was instead fulfilling an
interest among ITS leaders to rou-
tinely explore ideas about leader-
ship. In fact, he didn’t know how to
react at first when told to script only
the first hour of the day and then be
prepared to participate in regularly
scheduled conversations among IT
leaders to explore the context they
are creating.

As the day progressed, he attended
at least seven regularly scheduled

leadership meetings of varying
lengths, sizes, and degrees of for-
mality, including a Big Pop Time,
which you will read about later. All
meetings involved multiple levels
of ITS leaders, and all focused on
adding value by addressing emer-
gent ITS leadership situations, not
work status, in a supportive and
extremely upbeat way. It became
clear to Christopher that he was
witnessing a unique approach
to leadership — an approach ITS
leaders believe is an increasingly
perfect match for agile project
management teams.

When asked about their story,
these leaders were least interested
in drawing attention to their stellar
performance results. In fact, we
were into the second round of
interviews for this article before ITS
leaders listed their impressive busi-
ness success. Instead, they stressed
their desire to:

Engage employees so their
strengths can and will emerge

Design the context in which
they themselves want to work
everyday

Instill a strong philosophy of
supporting agile teams through
similarly agile leadership
where responsibility and
success go hand in hand 

Support greatness in others
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The business is absolutely win-
ning because the people now
are bringing forward ideas and
proposals that are much more
beneficial — and I want them to
feel comfortable in presenting
them.

— Doug Biehl, Director, ITS
Operations and Engineering

ENVISIONING ENGAGED
EMPLOYEES

We want to encourage
each individual’s sense
of responsibility. 

— Gary Gauthier, Manager, 
ITS Governance

In the mid-to-late 1990s, change
was in the air for US utilities and
energy companies. Many states
began deregulation efforts, and
Michigan was no exception.
Detroit-based DTE Energy was
actively involved in transforming
not only the way it operated as a
business but also the way it deliv-
ered IT-enabled solutions.

Tony Earley, a visionary and colle-
gial leader, was named chairman
and CEO in 1998 and began cham-
pioning employee engagement as
the path to a successful future.
About that same time, Lynne Ellyn
joined the company as senior VP
and CIO. She began pioneering the
agile practices and agile leadership
she learned from her time at Xerox
and Netscape Communications.

I passionately believe in the
power of a positive vision and
clear values to motivate good
people. I deeply care about
people, and I deeply care about
the success of our business. I
reject the notion that the best
way to manage is with fear,

intimidation, and outsourcing.
Here in the IT department at DTE
Energy, we have proven that we
can achieve outstanding results
at lower cost than other compa-
nies achieve with a pantheon
of suppliers, outsourcers, and
people-hostile management.
Our success is deeply rooted in
the community that we have
built in the IT department.

So the real answer to the ques-
tion of why do I lead the way I
do is that it works. It works at
a technical level, it works for
achieving great results for the
business, and it works for
human beings. 

— Lynne Ellyn

DTE Energy views information tech-
nology as a differentiating factor —
a competitive advantage to suc-
ceed as a premier energy company
in the 21st century. ITS is a true
partner with other business units in
stewarding technology throughout
the enterprise. Rather than serving
the business as a cost center, ITS
helps the company transform from
an asset-based business to an
information-intensive business.

Business unit relationships
that were challenging in the
past have become quite
collaborative and supportive. 

— Mike Carlen, Director, 
ITS Information Office

To achieve and sustain success,
Lynne sought to establish and
lead a world-class software engi-
neering and IT solution delivery
organization. How has this been
realized and sustained over time?
The first step was to be explicit
about the environment ITS leaders
sought for themselves.

CONSCIOUS CONTEXT
I want an organization that I
want to work in. We spend too
much time at work to not thor-
oughly enjoy it — to write off at
least a third of our lives would
be a shame. 

— Steven Ambrose, Director, 
ITS Process and Skills

Leaders of world-class organiza-
tions are frequently deliberate
about their leadership style. ITS
leaders are not just deliberate in
style but conscious about the con-
text — the environment — they
seek to realize and sustain. They
boldly state their convictions, and
they agree to hold each other
accountable to the same. ITS lead-
ers choose to shape the culture
rather than be shaped by it.

Leadership is a privilege, not a
right. By its very nature, leader-
ship impacts each of us every
day. With this privilege comes
the responsibility to be deliber-
ate in applying the appropriate
leadership style for a given
employee, project, or situation.
Some succeed with higher lev-
els of direct interaction, while
others thrive with more degrees
of freedom. 

— Mike Carlen

ITS leaders want employees to care
about their work so they will find
it more rewarding and produce
higher-quality results. Douglas
McGregor’s Theory Y approach to
leadership1 is alive within the ITS
organization. Employees deserve
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1For more information on Theory Y,
see Douglas McGregor, The Human
Side of Enterprise, 25th anniversary
edition (McGraw-Hill, 1985).
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a supportive environment that
encourages them to seek responsi-
bility and make decisions, rather
than a rigid command structure
that denies them the opportunity
to be empowered.

I lead this way to understand
my teams’ strengths and weak-
nesses and to leverage them
to the best of their ability. The
production of high-quality deliv-
erables or solutions requires a
high level of engagement of
the team. 

— Dayan Douse, 
Principal Analyst, 

ITS Project Management Office

We build community in the
practices, where the team
members own their monthly
staff meetings. The supervisor
empowers them to get together,
own the agenda, and take the
meeting where they want to
take it. 

— Chris Garber-Brown,
Principal Supervisor, 

ITS Software Engineering,
Methods, and Staffing

But engaged teams are only a piece
of the puzzle. Additional elements
of the context that ITS leaders are
consciously creating include deci-
sion transparency, a culture of
measurement, and a personal
sense of ownership for the success
of the team.

I can’t hold people responsible
— people have to hold them-
selves responsible. I can tell an
employee that they are account-
able for something, but unless
the employee feels a personal
sense of ownership and respon-
sibility, the organization doesn’t

receive the full potential. I lead
the way I do because it seems
like the natural way to lead —
natural and comfortable. 

— Doug Biehl

With decision transparency, the
reasons behind decisions are
clear to the teams. This awareness
increases the probability that deci-
sions are correctly understood,
internalized, and implemented.
Open and honest communication
at all levels aids in decision
transparency.

I take the time to talk with my
teams about things like dealing
with conflict and other concepts
in the abstract that allow us to
apply them in specific situations.
We do this as a leadership com-
munity, and I also do this with
my teams. 

— Joseph C. Thomas

I would rather confront a prob-
lem than let it fester — actively
engage the team, get involved,
and work through the options.
The trick is to balance the
hands-on approach with
enabling the learning opportu-
nity for those in the thick of
things — knowing if, when,
and how to become involved. 

— Mike Carlen

How does an inward-facing IT orga-
nization of this size undergo such
profound cultural transformations
while successfully delivering on its
existing commitments? It begins
with a methodology — a set of poli-
cies, procedures, and practices —
that guides the organization and its
teams along the intended path.

AGILE DEVELOPMENT, AGILE
GOVERNANCE

We strive for a democratic style
of leadership, rather than simply
saying we like to collaborate.
When we jointly work together,
the decisions will be of higher
quality, with increased buy-in,
and they’ll be more sustainable.
Rather than deciding in a
vacuum, we engage the
team to make decisions
and produce deliverables. 

— Chris Garber-Brown

Lynne brought to DTE Energy her
belief that agile methods were well
suited to guide the delivery of
small, low-risk departmental solu-
tions. She also brought her belief
that these same agile methods
were powerful enablers for tack-
ling complex, high-risk business
challenges and opportunities.

Beginning with the enterprise-wide
Electric Choice deregulation pro-
gram in the late 1990s, ITS blended
and introduced agile and adaptive
techniques ahead of the movement
that has since swept the software
engineering and IT solution delivery
industry. These now-common tech-
niques (including an incremental
and iterative approach with small,
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colocated teams that plan and
commit to relatively brief “time-
boxed” releases) were revolu-
tionary at the time — especially
considering the risk-averse
Information Engineering culture
in which Lynne inculcated them.

As we established the agile
mindset, we began to see the
results throughout the culture,
and we added additional tools
and techniques along the way. 

— Steve Ambrose

Once the folks at ITS got the hang
of agile teamwork on projects,
it became part of their cultural
DNA, and they found themselves
approaching and solving non-IT
problems and opportunities as
teams with a similar mindset. In
fact, they found it easier to manage
the organization the same way they
manage projects, rather than main-
taining two different playbooks and
having to switch context.

ITS leaders now depend on many
of the agile best practices as a style
of organizational governance,
often operating in two- or three-
week iterations. Each cycle begins
by identifying the capacity of each
leader to contribute and then priori-
tizing and estimating the scope —
in this case, budgets, staffing

decisions, process improvements,
and so on — to be delivered. 

As with “traditional” agile projects,
ITS leaders hold regular leadership
meetings to remain in sync as a
team, govern by “pair decision
making” among directors, and
gather measurements and track
metrics with visual organizational
dashboards. And like agile projects,
they conclude each cycle with a
retrospective to identify lessons
learned and prepare for the next
iteration.

We see what works and what
doesn’t work so we can do
more of the former and less of
the latter. 

— Gary Gauthier

THE RHYTHM OF LEADERSHIP
Our Software Engineering
Process Group (SEPG) is a great
example of teamwork and col-
laboration. People show up
each week for these lunchtime
meetings, opt in to talk about
a wide variety of things, and
actively engage in moving the
ball forward. 

— Lanse LaVoy, Manager,
ITS Software Engineering,

Methods, and Staffing

Over time, the ITS organization
found that many of the agile solu-
tion delivery best practices are
equally applicable to enabling a
culture of teamwork excellence.
Some techniques emerged by
simply observing the positive
behaviors that were happening
throughout the culture and encour-
aging those behaviors to flourish.
Other techniques were deliberately
introduced as an antidote to a

pathology that ITS leaders chose to
address.

A Cadence of Communication
I pay most attention to the team
communications — this is
absolutely essential. I have for-
mal director team meetings
twice a week, formal staff meet-
ings weekly, and one-on-one
meetings with each of my team
members weekly.

— Doug Biehl

A powerful technique in agile
methods is regular yet meaningful
interaction and communication.
ITS leaders use several variations
on this theme among themselves.
From the routine daily team meet-
ings with no set agenda to weekly
manager meetings with an estab-
lished yet flexible agenda, leaders
in ITS have become attuned to the
rhythm of regular interaction.

Out of Sight, Forefront of Mind
Twice a year, I take my leader-
ship team off site to vision
where we want to be a year
from today — what we want to
be celebrating — and lay those
items out in general themes to
build and ensure a shared team
vision. 

— Steve Ambrose

Often, the effectiveness of a leader-
ship meeting depends on all three
priorities of real estate — location,
location, and location. ITS leaders
have come to appreciate the value
of stepping back and reflecting on
the big picture with off-site retreats.
A physically different commute to
someplace other than the office
helps leaders see the proverbial
forest for the trees.
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Casual Formality
Big Pop Time is a team-building
technique to get to know
people outside of the work
context. This is a relatively
brief yet deliberate and daily
social event — often with large
sodas in hand — to build and
sustain team dynamics. 

—  Chris Garber-Brown

In many situations, formal and
document-driven communication
and decision-making processes are
imperative. As an energy company
with regulated electric and gas sub-
sidiaries, DTE Energy has more than
100 years’ experience with such
processes. In other situations, the
culture recognizes that informal
and relaxed forums provide a safe
environment for team building and
innovative thinking.

This leadership rhythm guides each
ITS employee on a professional
journey to deliver business value
and encourages him to individually
learn and grow. Working together,
each team in ITS is a community
greater than the sum of its parts. As
an organization, ITS desires to con-
tinuously improve.

THE QUEST FOR GREATNESS
Many people can do great things
in an organization. But changing
the very nature of the organiza-
tion into one where great things
happen is a very different and
more difficult challenge. The
fundamental difference is
sustainability. 

— Steve Ambrose

As stated earlier, ITS has produced
many award-winning solutions.
Most recently, the Customer

Service Online (CSO) application
won a “Standard of Excellence
WebAward” and was runner-up
for Electric Light & Power maga-
zine’s “Utility Customer Service
Project of the Year.” In addition, the
Customer Voice Response (CVR)
application won a “Most Innovative
Solutions” award from Speech
Technology Magazine.

Our truly notable results
occurred because of our
significant investments in
people — hiring, training, and
skill development. We have con-
centrated on upgrading our IT
leadership skills and have
trained everyone broadly in all
aspects of IT. People are amazed
to hear that we took huge
reductions in budget, and we
were greatly expanding the vol-
ume of work within IT, and we
spent more on training than ever
before. 

— Lynne Ellyn

For the ITS organization, the focus is
on both the journey and the desti-
nation. Business and technical suc-
cess are achieved as the direct
result of each employee’s personal
and professional growth, not at its
expense. To that end, ITS employ-
ees crafted an empowering state-
ment of Professional Conduct.
These principles shaped the foun-
dation of the organization and
embodied their core philosophy
on cultivating effective teamwork.

There is a pragmatic side to
being strategic — a need to
understand what capability
and assets we have today in
order to bridge the gap to
where we want to be tomorrow. 

— Mike Carlen

People: Enlisting Responsible,
Passionate Individuals to Work
in Teams

It’s not just what I individually
am responsible for — as a team
we’re responsible for the whole.
We ensure that those who are
on the hook for something have
what they need to deliver, and
if they do not, we pitch in and
help. 

— Dayan Douse

ITS strives to be a volunteer-based
organization where the employ-
ees enlist for work that they are
passionate about. Each individual
controls her contributions to the
team and is responsible for creating
and delivering value. Employees
are encouraged to seek personal
and professional satisfaction and
enjoyment at work, resulting in a
motivating, exciting workplace.

I see a heightened sense of
enthusiasm in people at work,
and I get e-mails that were
sent late at night. This tells
me people are energized and
continue to think about work
when they are at home. 

— Chris Garber-Brown

Process: Ensuring Agility While
Producing Value

I feel a lower level of stress,
and I see the same in the
folks around me. I see teams
empowered to take on levels
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of work that are extraordinary,
as opposed to stressful levels of
work being imposed on them. 

— Gary Gauthier

Employees are encouraged to do
only that which directly adds value
and to understand how processes
help them to be successful. They
employ a needs-based approach to
process improvement through the
mining of practitioners’ best prac-
tices. Each team positions itself
for action by embracing business
change over seeking business
stability.

Technology: Employing the Right
Tools Appropriately

Our teams use tools and tech-
nology as a means to an end.
Sure, technology is our bread
and butter. But we are here to
use technology wisely to deliver
valuable business solutions. 

— Lanse LaVoy

ITS has formal technology strate-
gies and makes those strategies a
reality through the solutions its peo-
ple deliver and support. All employ-
ees are equipped and trained with
the tools needed to be successful.
But as a culture, they recognize that
tools are enablers — not substitutes
— for effective processes and col-
laborative teamwork.

CONCLUSION
Obviously, I expect to continue
the delivery of cost-effective and
strategic value to DTE Energy. I
didn’t mention that our IT group
is becoming known as a great
place to work and a great place
to do really good technology.

I think we are well on our way to
being the best IT department —
the place where people grow
and develop and build incredi-
ble résumés.

— Lynne Ellyn

Individuals can produce high-
quality results, sometimes
quite regularly. But a culture of
sustainable excellence cannot
depend on Herculean efforts alone.
A world-class IT culture enables all
of its employees to collaborate and
work together, not just within proj-
ects, but across boundaries of all
sorts to deliver business value. It
fosters healthy, high-performing
teams that are inspired to succeed. 

In this conversation, we’ve wit-
nessed a group of energized IT
leaders who actively believe in this
vision. As a team, the employees of
DTE Energy’s ITS organization are
making the vision a reality.

Christopher M. Avery is a Senior
Consultant with Cutter Consortium’s
Agile Software Development and Project
Management Advisory Service. Dr. Avery
has pursued agile practices in R&D
teams and organizations for 20 years.
He is the author of Teamwork Is an
Individual Skill and a popular speaker,
author, and business advisor on respon-
sible leadership, teamwork, and change
in technology enterprises. 

Dr. Avery’s extensive research focuses
exclusively on what happens when
people share responsibility to get things
done with others over whom they have
no direct control. He and his firm
Partnerwerks apply this research in
leadership development seminars and
consulting projects to help knowledge
workers dramatically improve perfor-
mance in teams. Professionals in more
than 50 countries read his digital
TeamWisdom Tips, available at
www.partnerwerks.com.

Dr. Avery can be reached at Tel: +1 830
995 4853; E-mail: cavery@cutter.com.

Steven W. Baker is a software methodol-
ogist at DTE Energy, a diversified energy
company involved in the development
and management of energy-related
businesses and services nationwide.
Leveraging his extensive background in
both agile and traditional solution deliv-
ery methodologies, Mr. Baker leads and
enables the brewing of DTE Energy’s
“house blend” of agile and adaptive
methods. As a charter member of DTE
Energy’s Software Engineering Process
Group, he oversees measurable improve-
ments across the board.

Mr. Baker began recreational program-
ming in 5th grade, locking in his career
path at an early age. He has worked as
a software engineer with Ford Motor
Company, delivering ISO 9001, QS-9000,
and ISO 14001 quality and process
improvements and applications. Prior
to that, he was a lead developer with
Parke-Davis Pharmaceuticals and, earlier
still, a systems operator with Secure Data
Corporation. 

Mr. Baker holds an M.S. in software
engineering and a B.S. in computer
science from Oakland University and 
is a practicing Project Management
Professional (PMP) and Certified
Computing Professional (CCP).

Mr. Baker can be reached at
bakersw@dteenergy.com.
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